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Abstract 

Georgia Transmission Corporation (GTC) utilizes a Fault Trace Tool to provide near real-
time visualization of fault distance(s) on a map of the transmission line, overlaid with 
lightning strikes in the area, and includes the status of any fault indicators on the faulted 
transmission line. This paper presents use case scenarios where the Fault Trace Tool 
proved to be extremely helpful in visualizing where faults were located on the transmission 
line. These scenarios include multi-tap fault locations, double ended fault analysis, fault 
indicator successes, and faults with lightning. 

1. OVERVIEW 

Georgia Transmission Corporation (GTC) is an electric membership cooperative owned by the 38 
Georgia EMCs it serves.  GTC is a member of the Integrated Transmission System in Georgia, 
along with Georgia Power, Dalton Utilities, and MEAG Power. 

In 2014 GTC began researching a Fault Trace Tool (FTT), and tried working with several different 
vendors in search of a solution to display an X on the transmission line at a measured fault 
distance.  During this search, GTC discovered that the cost to create a custom software with 
existing vendors was not only cost prohibitive, but left GTC footing the bill only to have a vendor 
own the final product.  In 2020, GTC connected with the current vendor and found a solution for 
a Fault Trace Tool that had acceptable costs and allowed GTC to have the copyright of the product. 

In the fall of 2020, the Fault Trace Tool was rolled out at GTC.  The phase 1 rollout included using 
fault distance data from GTC Digital Fault Recorders (DFRs) to provide an automatic fault 
location map within the GTC fault email, a FTT webpage to display a map using manually input 
fault distances, a manual entry double ended analysis displaying fault distances from both ends 
of the transmission line, and the ability to click on a structure and measure back to a substation. 

Spring 2021 included additions to the FTT, such as: an automatically generated lightning overlay 
on the fault map, the ability to run a lightning study from the FTT webpage, inclusion of Georgia 
Power DFRs in the automatic fault email maps, and display of fault indicator status at the time of 
a fault on the map. 

Currently, GTC is in the final stages of rolling out an EMC Lightning Viewer, which utilizes the 
lightning layer capabilities and makes them freely available to our EMC Members to overlay on 
their GIS maps through our Member Portal.  Likewise, GTC has plans in 2022 to make the FTT 
open source, so that other utilities can use the tool with their GIS system. 

As with any project, there were several hurdles we had to work through to make the tool work 
appropriately.  For instance, when relying on DFRs to measure the correct fault distance down 
the transmission line, the individual line lengths and line impedances need to be kept up-to-date 



for the most accurate analysis.  Additionally, there was a yearlong effort to clean up the 
background GIS information – ensuring that transmission lines were connected to substation 
frames, that each segment of the transmission line was connected to each other, verifying the 
accuracy of line IDs and normally open switch designations – so it is vital to the success of the 
FTT that the GIS information be kept up to date moving forward.  

2. FAULT TRACE TOOL CAPABILITIES 

GTC decided to incorporate a map from the Fault Trace Tool into our existing PQ Dashboard DFR 
fault emails and also have a new FTT website created.  These two outlets enable the creation of an 
email with a map of DFR fault distance locations as well as the ability to manually plug in relay 
fault distance into a webpage to produce a map. 

The example below shows what the original PQ Dashboard fault email looked like.  

 

The FTT project added an additional map below the fault email information above, and now 
includes an X on the transmission line, as seen below. 

 



3. MULTI-TAP LOCATIONS CASE STUDY 

One of the huge benefits of the Fault Trace Tool is the ability to show multiple faults on a 
transmission line and its taps, not only a fault on the main transmission line.  Seeing all possible 
fault locations enables more factors to be considered and ruled out regarding where a fault could 
and could not be. 

In the example below, the DFR gave fault information from a substation in the middle of the 
transmission line.  From this location, two possible fault locations are possible on either side of 
the substation, as seen by the maroon X’s near structure 14 and 36-37.  Meanwhile, the 
information box is quick to show the ownership of all three of these poles being GTC.  This 
structure information is a key piece for GTC, as it quickly shows who owns the pole that may have 
a fault, and which crews should be recommended to troubleshoot the fault.  In this example, the 
GTC patrol found a bird at structure 13, near one of the maroon X’s on the map. 

 

 

In the example below, there were two locations for the fault from the DFR on the northern end of 
the transmission line. The first fault could have been at structure 58 on the tap, and the second 
fault could have been at structure 39 down the main line.  The information box shows that both 
of these structures are owned by GTC, which again gives a quick indication of which crews need 
to find the outage location.  In the end, a green tree fell from off the right of way into the line near 
structures 36-37, which was within a few spans of the lower X on the line. 



 

4. DOUBLE ENDED CASE STUDY 

Being able to automatically visualize one X on the line from DFR fault data has proven to be very 
beneficial to our field crews and control center operators.  The additional capability of adding DFR 
or relay information from the other end of the transmission line at the time of the fault increases 
the understanding of what all available information is showing at the time of an event. 

This email came from the “View in FTT” link in the PQ Dashboard email.  It opens up the FTT 
webpage and the first substation is highlighted by a maroon dot, with a maroon X on the line.  We 
manually entered the second DFR distance into the tool, and it is displayed by a red substation 
dot and red X on the line.  The outage was due to a green tree between structures 106-107.  

 

 



The combination of multi-tap fault location and double ended analysis enables a quick overview 
of all possible fault locations and a visual narrowing down of locations to one or two most likely 
spots.  In the example below, the DFR email provided the two locations in maroon, and manually 
entering the DFR distance from the other end provided the red X, which narrowed down the fault 
location to a few spans on the main transmission line.   

 

The example above also showcases the benefit of using data from line fault indicators, as discussed 
below. 

5. FAULT INDICATOR CASE STUDY 

Zooming into the fault locations from the example above, a red circle can be seen on the tap with 
one X heading north.  This red circle gives a quick visual of the status of the Fault Indicator on the 
line.  In this example with multiple maroon X locations it is extremely helpful to see the red Fault 
Indicators, which means that the Fault Indicators did not see a fault, to show that the tap line to 
the north did NOT see a fault.  This would lead the user to search for a fault cause near the main 
transmission line maroon X.  In this case, a tree was found on the line between structures 61-62 
near the main line maroon X. 

 

 



In the example below, the red Fault Indicator narrows down the fault location to the X on the 
main line, and shows that the south tap line X is not an actual fault.  (Note: this transmission line 
loops through the substation where the X on the line is at, which is why there are only 2 Xs and 
not 3).  Crews found a snake at structure 163. 

 

Below is the legend showing what the colors of the Fault Indicators mean.  When there is a fault, 
the indicator turns green.  If there was no fault detected, the indicator turns red.  There are some 
Fault Indicators on the system that are not operational due to connection issues, maintenance 
needs, or other reasons.  We chose to still show them with an orange indicator, so that we know 
where planned maintenance may offer better data for future faults.  If there is a fault indicator on 
the line, but no fault distance was requested, the indicator will stay clear.  This is helpful so that a 
red indicator would not turn into a false negative in situations where no request was made for 
Fault Indicator status. 

 

  



6. FAULTS WITH LIGHTNING CASE STUDIES 

In fault maps with lightning strikes as shown below, the smaller the “ellipse of confidence” around 
the lightning strike, the more confident the lightning software is in the location of the lightning 
strike, and vice versa.   For the FTT example below, the lightning strike on the left has a tiny 
ellipse, so most likely the lightning strike was near the transmission line.  Meanwhile the larger 
ellipse on the right, where the lightning could have been anywhere within the ellipse, indicates 
that the lightning strike could have impacted the transmission line, but the confidence of this 
being the exact location is lower.  It would be suggested for crews to patrol the line between the 
red and maroon X’s, especially the structures around the left lightning strike, to look for damage 
to the line. 

It is also worth noting the details in the Information Box – the nearest structure, who owns the 
pole, the distance the FTT ran, and the lightning study results – were previously un-viewable 
before the Fault Trace Tool. 

 



It is beneficial to see all the lightning strikes in close proximity to the transmission line at the 
time of the fault, so that the field crews have all the information available in a visual map when 
they go to search for any damage from the lightning strikes.  In the example below, there are two 
strikes close to where the DFR indicated the fault location to be.  Since the maroon fault distance 
X overlaps with one of the lightning strikes, this is the first place it would be recommended to 
look. 

 

 

When the lightning strike information is overlaid with a fault map with multiple fault locations, it 
proves to be another beneficial piece of data to narrow down the probable location of the fault.  In 
the example below, the addition of lightning on the map quickly narrowed down three possible 
fault locations to one. 



 

Additionally, the Fault Trace Tool has been beneficial for providing a quick response to our EMC 
customers who ask if there were any lightning strikes during a set time range.  For example, we 
may receive EMC calls requesting information for any lightning strikes the previous Saturday 
night from 10pm-12am that may have impacted an industrial customer.  We are able to use the 
FTT lightning tool to run a quick analysis of any lightning on that date during that time range at 
either an address or latitude and longitude coordinates.  In the example below, we entered an 
address and ran a 5 minute lightning study to see what faults were in the area.  This was during a 
heavy lightning storm, so during this 5 minute window, there were over 30 lightning strikes within 
a 5 miles radius of the address. 

 



As mentioned in the introduction of this paper, GTC rolled out an EMC Lightning Viewer, 
primarily so our EMC customers can run this same lightning range tool overlaid on their GIS 
distribution systems, and be able to see any lightning strikes within 1 mile of their distribution 
circuits. 

7. SUMMARY 

The Fault Trace Tool project proved to be very beneficial to GTC and our ability to visualize what 
our data inputs are showing us at the time of system faults.  We continue to strive to improve the 
tool with user input ideas and learning from other utilities. 

This paper ends with one last example that combines almost all of the tools previously overviewed.  
The fault below placed a fault location X on the main transmission line and one of the small taps.  
Additionally, lightning was in the area and a fault indicator was on the line.  The combination of 
an X on the line, lightning ellipse, and an activated fault indicator quickly narrowed down the 
fault location to the tap line, showcasing how the visualization of data provides quick fault analysis 
and response opportunities.  We are excited about this tool and appreciative of the opportunity to 
share it at the FDA conference. 

 

 


